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1 - who am i?

 you'll never know till you try it

A lone figure in the darkness, rummaging around, trying
to find what seems to be... a shoe?
" YES!!!! finally found it" said this, mysterious person, all
in red, all you could see in the pitch black was a white
crescent, turned on it's side.
" yeah!! now all i need to do is find my glasses and i'll be
set!" he mumbled, seeking his desk, which was piled with
sketches, all of them of sonic characters...wait. sonic
characters?
As the light flicks on, this person is revealed to be a red
hedgehog, resembling the blue blur but with with his
quills in different places, one was pointing down, the
other, closest to the bottom quill, was pointing further
down. The quill nearest to his top, pointing straight up,
as if he was plugged into the mains plug socket. As we
look down, we see that his chest is like knuckles', red
with a white, upturned crescent. His arms led to two
bands, one on top of the other, both white. The arms
themselves were a mix of cream and mocha, not light,
but lighter than that of the azure one. Both gloves had
12 spikes on them, equally distributed, and were of the
finest quality black leather. The hedgehog's socks were
the same as the bands on his wrists, with a pad coming
down from each side. His shoes look almost like Converse
All-Stars, red with fire on the side, but had a grind plate
attached to the arch of them.
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